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Abstract: Large-scale fires mainly due to the ignition of thermal insulation materials in the ceiling

of piloti-type structures are becoming frequent. However, the fire spread in these cases is not well

understood. Herein we performed small-scale and real-scale model tests, and numerical simulations

using a fire dynamics simulator (FDS). The experimental and FDS results were compared to elucidate

fire spread and effects of thermal insulation materials on it. Comparison of real-scale fire test and FDS

results revealed that extruded polystyrene (XPS) thermal insulation material generated additional

ignition sources above the ceiling materials upon melting and propagated and sustained the fire.

Deformation of these materials during fire test generated gaps, and combustible gases leaked out

to cause fire spread. When the ceiling materials collapsed, air flew in through the gaps, leading

to flashover that rapidly increased fire intensity and degree of spread. Although the variations of

temperatures in real-scale fire test and FDS analysis were approximately similar, melting of XPS

and generation of ignition sources could not be reproduced using FDS. Thus, artificial settings that

increase the size and intensity of ignition sources at the appropriate moment in FDS were needed to

achieve results comparable to those recorded by heat detectors in real-scale fire tests.

Keywords: fire spread; fire dynamic simulator; real-scale test; thermal insulation

1. Introduction

The importance of energy saving in buildings is growing worldwide, and the standards for

insulation of the building envelope have been reinforced. Consequently, ceiling and thermal insulation

materials are applied to reduce heat flows by conduction, convection, and radiation in building

structures. However, these materials are mostly organic in nature, which are easily ignited and

generate large volumes of toxic gases like CO and CO2 during combustion, thus increasing the

casualties in the event of a building fire [1–4]. Furthermore, even though there are legal standards

about the flame-retardant performance of thermal insulation materials, there is insufficient research

on the correlation between the flame-retardant performance of thermal insulation materials and the
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fire hazards of buildings. Thus, materials with low flame-retardant performance have been used in

buildings, causing many incidents of fire spread [1–4].

Piloti structures are used as supports to lift a building above ground or water. In South Korea, piloti

structures are often used in urban buildings to solve the car parking difficulties of multi-household and

multi-family houses (Figure 1). Since piloti structures are increasingly being used for parking spaces,

the risk of large-scale fires has increased owing to the combination of fire spread risks, including high

wind pressure and continuous oxygen supply, with poor evacuation zoning due to the nature of the

piloti structure [5,6]. In fact, the thermal insulation materials of piloti structures were found to be

the cause of fire spread in different large-scale fires that have occurred in South Korea [7,8]. In most

cases, the fire spread process in piloti structures with thermal insulation materials can be described

as follows [5]. First, the thermal insulation materials inside the ceiling are burned by the fire caused

by unorganized electric wires (as a result of entanglements, sheath removal, gnawing by mice, etc.)

inside the ceiling on the first floor of the piloti structure. Then, the burned thermal insulation materials

collapse to the bottom ceiling materials under gravity and burn them [7,8]. Furthermore, there is the

continuous supply of oxygen generated by a wind pressure higher than that in the surrounding areas,

which is a characteristic of piloti structures. This leads to large-scale fires [7–9].

Figure 1. Piloti structures used to make parking space in Korea.

However, the spread in the ceiling of piloti structure has not been elucidated because the only

reliable way to accurately estimate the flame behavior was by camera recordings at the time of the fire

and from the soot of buildings after the fire, making it difficult to find the exact cause [8]. Therefore, a

study based on the reproduction of the situation in the same structure as that of the building in which

the fire occurred is required to reveal the flame behaviors at the time of the fire more accurately. The

data collection methods in this research include a real-scale fire test [10–17], in which the main part or

the whole structure where the fire occurred is constructed and a fire is intentionally generated [10–16],

and a fire simulation, in which data are collected by computer simulation of the structure [18–25].

The real-scale fire test, which reproduces the building structure considered vulnerable to fire and

actually generates a fire, is costly and time-consuming because the building must be reproduced using

actual building materials. Thus, given that the experiment cannot be performed multiple times, it

is difficult to determine its accuracy and limitations only from the results of one experiment [14,19].
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Furthermore, it is impossible to perfectly reproduce the actual fire site and it is unclear whether the

experimental results are directly related to the actual fire situation because many complex factors are

involved, such as the characteristics of materials exposed to fire and the supply of oxygen. Therefore,

previous studies have improved the accuracy of the results of a real-scale fire test by comparing them

with the results of a numerical fire simulation that uses the same material properties and firepower of

the real-scale test [14,19].

Fire simulation is a computer programming technique used to predict and analyze possible damage

based on flame spread behavior, smoke spread shape, visible distance, temperature, CO concentration,

and CO2 concentration in the event of a fire in a virtual space of a house or building. The fire dynamics

simulator (FDS) is the most widely used simulation tool to analyze the flame and smoke behavior

in the event of a large-scale fire for performance-based fire protection design [18–21,25,26] because

it can reproduce actual building shapes and structures larger than those that can be implemented in

real-scale fire tests. However, owing to the nature of the FDS, which is based on hydrodynamic and

thermodynamic analyses, it has limited accuracy. Using FDS, it is difficult to analyze the changes in

material properties, such as material removal, melting, and deformation, that can occur when there is a

fire in a building. Thus, predicting parameters like inflow of oxygen is very challenging [19,20,26]. To

improve these shortcomings, the limitations of the simulation must be researched via a comparison

between it and the real-scale fire test, and the changes in material properties at the time of the fire must

be assessed [27,28].

Herein we analyze the flame behavior upon ignition of thermal insulation materials in the ceilings

of a piloti structure by comparing the results of small-scale and real-scale model tests with those

obtained with the FDS. First, the temperature changes according to the degree of fire spread and the

temporal changes are examined for the thermal insulation materials of the ceiling via a preliminary

ignition test that identifies the properties of the thermal insulation materials upon ignition and a

small-scale model test that simulates the space inside the ceiling. Based on the results of these tests,

the moving path of the heat inside the ceiling and the cause of the spread to large-scale fires are

investigated in a real-scale piloti structure. In addition, the material properties, such as the heat release

rate of thermal insulation and ceiling materials, are obtained via a cone calorimetry test and are applied

to the FDS. They are compared with those of the real-scale fire tests through an analysis of the heat

diffusion and smoke behaviors. Then, the limitations of each test method and the corresponding

improvement measures are outlined, and the flame behavior upon ignition of thermal insulation

materials in piloti-type ceilings is analyzed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Materials

As the thermal insulation materials in this test, extruded polystyrene (XPS), which is applied in most

building structures owing to its excellent constructability and economic efficiency, and flame-retardant

expanded polystyrene foam (EPSFs), which is a representative material with semi-incombustible

performance [29,30], were used. XPS is produced through extrusion molding by adding a hydrocarbon

foaming agent to a polystyrene resin [1,2,31–33]. It has been used in buildings in South Korea

where large-scale fires have occurred, and the cause of the fire spread was found to be the thermal

insulation materials [2,31,32]. EPSFs are semi-incombustible thermal insulation materials produced

by preliminary foaming of raw material beads produced using polystyrene resin and a hydrocarbon

foaming agent, filling them in a mold, and foaming it 30–80 times depending on the heating [29,30].

Furthermore, two ceiling materials are recognized as another cause for fire spread [7,8] in

piloti-structure buildings: Sheet molding compound (SMC) and design metal ceiling (DMC). The

SMC ceiling material, which is a thermosetting resin, has the advantage of resistance to humidity and

pollution [34]. The DMC is a semi-combustible and environment-friendly ceiling material but may be

inappropriate for places with humidity because it contains metals [35].
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Each situation for using each material are abbreviated. For example, when XPS is used as thermal

insulation and SMC is used as ceiling materials, the structures are named as ‘XPS + SMC’.

2.2. Cone Calorimetry Test

The cone calorimetry test was conducted to measure the characteristics of the materials used in

the test in accordance with the KS F ISO 5660-1 standard. Specimens with dimensions of 100 mm

× 100 mm and heights of 50 mm or less were prepared (Figure 2). The radiation heat and emission

flow of the cone heater are set and maintained at 50 kW/m2 and 0.024 m3/s, respectively. After the

radiation heat blocking device is removed, the specimen is heated for 5 min. The tests were conducted

under the following conditions. The total emitted calorific value for 5 min after starting the heating test

must be less than 8 MJ/m2 and the maximum heat release rate for 5 min must not exceed 200 kW/m2

continuously for more than 10 s. Furthermore, there must be no harmful cracks, holes, and melting

that penetrate through the specimens after heating for 5 min. The tests were conducted three times

with the heating intensity of 50 kW/m2. The thicknesses of the XPS, EPSFs, DMC, and SMC specimens

were 50, 50, 0.4, and 1.5 mm, respectively.

Figure 2. Appearances of materials used in the cone calorimetry test: (a) Extruded polystyrene (XPS),

(b) expanded polystyrene foams (EPSFs), (c) design metal ceiling (DMC), and (d) sheet molding

compound (SMC).

2.3. Preliminary Ignition Test

The preliminary ignition test was performed to examine the temporal changes in the thermal

insulation and ceiling materials and the problems associated with each of them according to the fire

duration. In this study, the internal structure of the ceiling space in which the worst fire situation (XPS

+ SMC) was simulated in the main test was assumed for the preliminary ignition test. The XPS at the

top was burnt by direct contact with the fire source to examine the changes in its properties when

exposed to fire, and the changes that happened when the molten XPS was deposited on the SMC were

observed. The thermal insulation and ceiling materials were separated by ~50 cm in this test.

2.4. Small-Scale Model Test

Before a real-scale fire test, a small-scale fire test was performed to examine the fire resistance and

flame behavior of each material. The specimens were scaled down with the same structure as that of the

materials installed at the site, to obtain a unit modular structure (1 m× 0.8 m) (Figure 3). The small-scale

fire test was performed with three experimental groups, as shown in Figure 3: (i) XPS + SMC structure,

which has been applied to the ceilings of many piloti-type buildings in South Korea, (ii) EPSFs + SMC

structure, in which thermal insulation materials with semi-incombustible performance are installed,
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and (iii) XPS + DMC structure, in which heat-resistant ceiling materials are installed. Circular ignition

sources of diameter 10 cm were used, and kerosene was used as fuel.

 

Figure 3. (a) Design of a small-scale model, (b) specimens for the small-scale test (left: XPS + SMC,

middle: EPSFs + SMC, right: XPS + DMC).

2.5. Real-Scale Fire Test

For this test, the specimens were fabricated with the same structure as those found inside the

ceiling of the first floor of an actual piloti-type building (Figure 4). As the ignition source, kerosene with

a heat release rate of 1680.0 kW/m2 was used, and the dimension of the ignition source was 400 mm ×

200 mm × 100 mm. Heat detectors were installed at 14 places at intervals of ~90 cm, where the thermal

insulation materials contact the top concrete structure. The test was performed twice. Real-scale fire

tests of EPSFs + DMC, which is the best case, and XPS + SMC, which is the worst case, were conducted

by assuming a fire accident, with the maximum closed state of the specimens. Considering a peak

fire situation, the smoke generated during the test was discharged using a 10-MW-class dust collector.

The spacing between the columns which were made of fireproof blocks was 3 m, corresponding to the

spacing in a parking lot. To examine the test situation, polycarbonate was applied to one side of the

specimens to facilitate thermographic measurement and video recording. Data with no outliers in

the thermogram were excluded from the analysis. The analysis focused on heat detectors, HD1, HD2,

and HD3. Seven heat detectors for temperature measurement were installed at the top of the thermal

insulation materials and at the bottom of the ceiling materials at fixed intervals. The positions of the

heat detectors are illustrated in Figure 4. The specimens were sealed to the maximum, but when the

firepower decreased due to insufficient oxygen, the polycarbonate wall on the left (W1) of the elevation

was removed to reflect the characteristic of a piloti structure, in which air can freely flow.

2.6. Fire Dynamics Simulation (FDS)

The FDS was performed by fabricating a structure identical to the drawing of the real-scale model

test, using kerosene as the fuel and an ignition source with the same size as that of the real-scale model

fire test. For the properties of the materials, the measurements obtained using the cone calorimetry

tests were applied. The simulation was performed using the application Pyrosim 2018, which uses

FDS 6.6.0. [36–39]. The grid and cell size applied to the FDS are outlined in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Schematics of the real-scale fire test model (a) elevation, (b) plan section, (c) longitudinal

section, (d) side section, and (e) representation of real-scale fire test model, and (f) schematics of fire

dynamics simulator (FDS) model. The positions of the real-scale model heat detectors are indicated as

HD1−HD14 in (c). HD: Heat detector.

Table 1. Mesh boundary, cell number, cell size ratio, and cell size in axial direction.

Mesh Boundary Cell Number Cell Size Ratio Cell Size (m)

X −0.3–2.8 m 21 1.02 0.1527
Y −0.2–6.3 m 35 1.25 0.1875
Z 0.0–3.0 m 20 1.00 0.1500

The schematics of the FDS model are shown in Figure 4f. The dimension of the FDS model was

identical to the real-scale model (Figure 4a). The size of the mesh boundary was 3.1 m × 6.5 m ×

3.0 m and the cell size in the grid was 0.1527 m × 0.1875 m × 0.1500 m (total grid number: 17,700).

The environment temperature and humidity were set to 20 ◦C and 40%, respectively. In addition, the

specific heat of Kerosene (heat source) as set to 2.6 kJ/(kg·K). To apply same fire load with real-scale

fire, heat release of fire was changed from 0% to 100% when 50 seconds passed after ignition.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Cone Calorimetry Test

Table 2 and Figure 5 depict the results of cone calorimetry test of each specimen and comparison

between each specimen in terms of heat release rate and mass variation, respectively. According to

the test results, the total heat release of XPS was higher than that of EPSFs by 7.4 MJ/m2. In contrast

to SMC, which released 22 MJ/m2 of heat, DMC only released a small amount of heat, 0.4 MJ/m2.

Furthermore, the peak heat release rate of XPS was higher than that of EPSFs. SMC showed a high peak

heat release rate, 350.11 MJ/m2, whereas DMC only released a small amount of heat, 1.72 MJ/m2. XPS,

EPSFs, and SMC consumed similar amounts of total oxygen (10–15 g) whereas DMC consumed only

a small amount of oxygen (0.17 g). XPS and EPSFs showed small mass losses of 12.4 and 8.13 g/m2,

respectively, while SMC and DMC showed large mass losses of 1074.63 and 66.40 g/m2, respectively.

These differences in the mass loss were caused by the different densities of the materials. XPS, EPSFs,

and SMC produced similar volumes of smoke, whereas DMC produced a relatively small volume

of smoke.

Table 2. Cone calorimeter test results (between 0 and 600 s).

XPS EPSFs SMC DMC

Total heat release (MJ/m2) 24.07 16.60 22.57 0.40

Peak heat release rate, (kW/m2) 210.50 188.55 350.11 1.72
Total oxygen consumed (g) 15.40 10.53 14.80 0.17

Density (kg/m3) 24.9 17.7 1904.6 7708.2

Mass loss (g/m2) 12.40 8.13 1074.63 66.40

Total smoke production (m2) 6.07 7.80 7.17 0.20

Figure 5. Results of the cone calorimetry test of each specimen: (a) Heat release rate variation and

(b) mass variation.

3.2. Preliminary Ignition Test

The flame behavior of the preliminary ignition test is shown in Figure 6. The fire spread from

the ignited XPS. At 20 s after the start of the test, the molten XPS dropped to the SMC, forming a new

ignition source. The gradually deposited molten XPS generated flashover at 100 s after the start of the

test and the firepower increased rapidly. This phenomenon suggests that when XPS is used as the

thermal insulation material, the molten XPS can cause the spread of the ignition source.
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Figure 6. Fire behavior in the preliminary ignition test (XPS + SMC).

3.3. Small-Scale Model Fire Test

Figure 7 depicts changes in heat detector temperature over time for different combinations of

thermal insulation and ceiling materials. Fire behavior over time for each material in the small-scale

model test is depicted in Figure 8 and thermal images over time for each material in the small-scale

model test are depicted in Figure 9.

 

Figure 7. Changes in heat detector temperature over time for different combinations of thermal

insulation and ceiling materials: (a) XPS + SMC, (b) XPS + DMC, (c) EPSFs + SMC, and (d) variation in

temperature change by structures installed with different materials.
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Figure 8. Fire behavior over time for each material in the small-scale model test. (a–f): XPS + SMC,

(g–l): XPS + DMC, (m–r): EPSFs + SMC.
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Figure 9. Thermal images over time for each material in the small-scale model test. (a–f): XPS + SMC,

(g–l): XPS + DMC, (m–r) EPSFs + SMC.
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3.3.1. XPS + SMC

At 15 s after the start of the test, molten XPS dropped on the SMC. As the fire on the molten XPS

that dropped on the SMC spreads, the ignition source enlarged, and the fire intensity increased rapidly.

At 110 s after the start of the test, the SMC ceiling materials peeled off from the ceiling structure support

due to the increased fire intensity and dropped on the floor due to gravity (Figure 8j). After that, the

rapid oxygen inflow caused a flashover.

The changes in the temperatures measured by the heat detector (Figure 7a) also show that the

temperature inside the model increased sharply with the deposition of molten XPS. After the SMC

peeled off at 110 s, the temperature decreased temporarily as the ignition source moved away from

the heat detector. However, the temperature increased again as the fire increased rapidly due to the

inflow of outside oxygen. After 200 s, when the SMC collapsed completely, the temperature gradually

decreased as the flame did not touch the heat detector.

3.3.2. XPS + DMC

Similar to XPS + SMC, the molten XPS dropped to the DMC ceiling materials 15 s after the start of

the ignition. As shown in Figure 8, as the molten XPS deposited on the DMC, a combustible gas was

generated, and the fire intensity increased rapidly. Furthermore, the soot emanating from the XPS

thermal insulation materials filled the inside of the small-scale model, and the fire intensity decreased

sharply due to lack of oxygen. This can be confirmed in the thermogram in Figure 9. At 110 s after

the test, the light of a flame was observed (Figure 8j), which means that the DMC was deformed. Air

(oxygen) was supplied through the deformed joint of the DMC, thus increasing the fire intensity. At

160 s after the start of the test, a flashover occurred inside the DMC, and the DMC collapsed rapidly

as if it exploded, rather than slowly, and the heat detector installed at the top was removed from the

specimen and could not measure the temperature. Furthermore, unlike the XPS + SMC specimen,

although the deposited ignition source of XPS was spread to most of the ceiling material area, the DMC

ceiling materials of the XPS + DMC specimen did not collapse for ~50 s, even after the SMC ceiling

materials collapsed.

3.3.3. EPSFs + SMC

When EPSF was used as the thermal insulation material, it did not drop even when the molten XPS,

the ignition source, was deposited continuously, because the EPSF was treated with a flame-retardant

during the manufacturing process and only the beads that touched the ignition source were burned

and dropped as small carbonized granules onto the ceiling materials [2,31,32]. Thus, this material

did not form an ignition source strong enough to spread the fire. As shown by the thermographic

measurement result (Figure 9), no additional ignition source was formed above the ceiling materials,

and the ignition source weakened due to insufficient oxygen.

As shown in Figure 7c, in this small-scale test, the temperature of the part above the specimen did

not exceed 320 ◦C, and the SMC ceiling materials were not removed by heating. Thus, fire did not

spread by the inflow of large volumes of oxygen.

3.4. Real-Scale Fire Test

3.4.1. XPS + SMC

Fire behavior in real-scale fire tests and thermographic measurement of XPS + SMC are shown in

Figure 10 and the temperature changes for the top and bottom heat detectors in real-scale fire tests of

XPS + SMC are shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 10. (a–f) Flame behavior of real-scale specimens in XPS + SMC real-scale fire tests and

thermographic measurements, (g–l) thermogram of real-scale fire test specimens in XPS + SMC, (m–r)

thermogram of FDS specimens in XPS + SMC, and (s) flame behavior after flashover.
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℃

Figure 11. Temperature changes for the (a) top and (b) bottom heat detectors in XPS + SMC real-scale

fire tests.

The temperature of the ignition source increased steadily until 50 s after ignition, and then the

flame weakened due to insufficient oxygen. This result is different from the result of the small-scale

model test where the fire intensity did not decrease significantly because the space was not sealed

completely, causing penetration of outer air, and the ignition source size was smaller than that in

the real-scale model test. After the fire intensity decreased, the left (W1) polycarbonate wall of the

specimen was removed for oxygen supply at 70 s after ignition. As a result, the fire intensity increased

again. After that, the fire became more intense as the ignition source was enlarged by the molten XPS

that dropped on the SMC ceiling materials and reacted with oxygen.

After 250 s, part of the SMC ceiling materials dropped to the first floor, the combustible gas

escaped to the bottom of the specimen, and the outside air rapidly flowed into it. Consequently, the fire

size increased sharply, and the same flashover phenomenon occurred as in the small-scale model test.

The low temperature measured by the heat detector despite removing the W1 plane at ~70 s

can be analyzed as follows. The volume of ambient oxygen decreased due to the combustible gases

and smoke accumulated inside the specimen, and the fire intensity decreased temporarily due to

insufficient oxygen, or the flame moved toward the opposite direction of the W1 plane and away from

the heat detector due to the oxygen inflow. The cause of the temperature reduction between 50 s and

120 s was also discussed based on the FDS results. Furthermore, since the melting of the XPS thermal

insulation materials in the small-scale model test started within 10 s after heating, we can propose

that the molten XPS thermal insulation materials accumulated on the SMC ceiling materials in the

main test as well. After 120 s, the molten XPS thermal insulation materials accumulated sufficiently on

the SMC ceiling materials and contacted with the outside oxygen that came in through the defects
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in the SMC ceiling materials. Therefore, the fire intensity increased sharply. As can be seen from

the 250 s image of the real-scale fire test in Figure 10e, when the flame is attached to the bottom

of the ceiling materials, combustible materials leaked out through the defects of the SMC, and fire

spread using these combustible materials as mediators. After that, the fire spread to the entire inside

space of the ceiling, the heat detector dropped to the first floor, and the first-floor bottom part of the

ceiling materials collapsed simultaneously. Consequently, the heat detector could not measure the

temperatures properly.

3.4.2. EPSFs + DMC

The test with the EPSFs and DMC was conducted for 600 s, but the EPSFs did not melt and no

flame-induced deformation occurred during the test. Thus, the DMC also did not deform and did

not drop down to the floor. An additional experiment was performed by adding the same ignition

sources to the middle and right side of the specimen under the same test conditions, and the results

were identical. This shows that the gases generated by the combustion of the internal combustibles

cannot be considered a cause of fire spread. On the contrary, fire did not spread from the EPSFs,

and the combustibles burned by the ignition source formed bead-shaped carbonized membranes and

dropped [2,31,32]. Thus, they did not affect the DMC ceiling materials and the DMC did not deform or

drop to the ground.

The temperatures measured by the heat detectors in Figure 12 show that the temperature at HD1,

which is the closest to the ignition source, increased to 800 ◦C and then gradually decreased with

decreasing fire strength due to the reduction of oxygen. As shown in Figure 12, after removal of the W1

plate, the temperature did not decrease, as observed in the XPS + SMC test. The reason of the stable

temperature was further investigated by FDS.

Figure 12. Changes in temperature for top and bottom heat detectors in the EPSFs + DMC real-scale

fire test.

3.5. Analysis of Fire Dynamic Simulation (FDS)

As can be seen from the flame behavior observed through the real-scale fire test results and

thermogram result of the FDS (Figure 13), the overall real-scale fire patterns were approximately similar

in the fire test and the simulation. However, the detailed shape of thermogram of FDS and real-scale

fire test are different because it is difficult to accurately match the fluctuation of ambient oxygen inflow

to the change in the size and intensity of the ignition source. Furthermore, since the thermogram of

real-scale fire test was detected from the right side of the structure, there were remarkable differences

in the detected temperature due to irregular depth and presence or absence of W1.
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Figure 13. (a–e) Flame behavior of real-scale specimens in EPSFs + DMC real-scale fire tests and

thermographic measurements, (f–j) thermogram of real-scale fire test specimens in EPSFs +DMC, (k–o)

thermogram of FDS specimens in EPSFs + DMC.

Figures 14 and 15 depict that the changes in temperature after additional changes to fit the result

of FDS to those of the real-scale tests using XPS + SMC and EPSFs + DMC, respectively. In the

FDS, the phenomenon of increasing ignition sources by molten XPS cannot be reproduced. Thus, the

temperature detected at HD1 in FDS remains stable even after removing W1, as shown in Figure 16a.

Therefore, the FDS results appeared similar to the changes in temperature of the real-scale fire model

test only when an additional ignition source was set at the location where the molten XPS was deposited

and an additional setting was applied to increase the strength of fire over time.
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Figure 14. Comparison between the temperature measurement results of real-scale fire tests and FDS

specimens in XPS + SMC. (a) Temperature changes detected at HD1 when the intensity and size

of the ignition source are fixed, (b) ignition source expansion due to molten XPS, (c) temperature

changes detected at HD1 considering the increase of ignition sources and molten XPS, (d) relationship

between real-scale fire test and FDS, and (e) changes in heat release rate before and after modification

of fire source.
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Figure 15. Comparison between the temperature measurement results in HD1 between the real-fire

test and FDS specimens in EPSFs + DMC: (a) W1 is completely sealed and (b) W1 is open at 0.3 m.

(c) Differences in elevation before and after opening of W1 and (d) comparison of the temperature

measurement results in HD1 between the real-fire test and the W1 modified FDS.

 

Figure 16. Changes in the flame direction before and after the opening of W1.

However, the reason for the decrease in temperature from 50 s to 120 s in the XPS + SMC test

could not be identified in the real-scale fire test but could be identified using the FDS. As can be seen

in Figure 16, the FDS result suggests that as the outside air rapidly entered the model due to an air

pressure difference between the inside and outside of the model when the W1 plane was removed,

the direction of the flame turned toward a direction opposite to the W1 plane, and the temperature of

flame was not detected directly by HD1.

In contrast, the temperature did not decrease significantly in the EPSFs +DMC test, even when W1

was removed. This phenomenon suggests that the direction of the ignition source was not substantially
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turned because the air pressure difference between the inside and outside of the model before the

removal of W1 was not large and the penetration of outside air through W1 was relatively weak. There

are two reasons for the small difference between the outside and inside air pressures of the specimen.

First, in the XPS + SMC test, the molten XPS began to be deposited from 10 s after the start of the

test, and the ignition source continuously increased in size. Thus, oxygen consumption through this

ignition source was more active. Thus, a larger difference in air pressure was observed when W1 was

removed. Second, as shown in Figure 15c, the W1 plane of the specimen in the EPSFs + DMC test was

partly open from the beginning, and the outside air inflow by the air pressure difference was weaker

than that in the XPS + SMC test. Moreover, when the EPSFs + DMC specimen was less sealed than the

XPS + SMC specimen, the FDS results were closer to those obtained in the real-scale model experiment

(Figure 15d).

A comparison of the results between the real-scale fire test and the FDS of piloti-type structure

showed that the type of thermal insulation material, the type of ceiling material, and the properties of

the combustible materials influenced the combustibility and fire spread inside the ceiling. When XPS

was used as the thermal insulation material, the molten XPS generated additional ignition sources

above the ceiling materials and spread and sustained the combustion. Furthermore, as the combustible

gases leaked to the bottom through the gaps produced by deformation of the ceiling materials, they

removed these materials causing fire spread. Outside air flows in through the removed part, causing a

flashover, during which the fire intensity and the degree of fire spread increase enormously.

These results show the limitations and advantages of the real-scale fire test and the FDS. One

limitation of the FDS is that it cannot simulate the phenomenon involving the melting of a solid [27,28].

Thus, the XPS + SMC real-scale fire test could not reproduce the phenomenon in which the molten

XPS increases the ignition sources. In other words, FDS cannot specifically simulate the situation of

fire spread by molten XPS dropping from the inside surface of the SMC ceiling materials, instead

of the ignition source that was originally installed. The temperature changes simulated in the FDS

similar to those recorded by heat detectors in the real-scale fire test could only be obtained when

artificial settings were added, such as intentionally setting an air inflow by eliminating some of the

SMC ceiling materials or by increasing the intensity of the original ignition source at the appropriate

moment during the real-scale fire test. Furthermore, the real-scale fire test has a limitation in that it

cannot be performed multiple times owing to the large scale and cost of the test. Thus, it was difficult

to analyze the cause of the phenomenon in which the temperature did not decrease even when W1

was removed during the EPSFs + DMC test. However, the FDS could support this limitation because,

while obtaining results similar to those of the real-scale fire test, it was possible to determine which

parameter had a large effect on the temperature change by revising the probable parameters.

4. Conclusions

In this study, flame behavior, temperature change over time, and causes of spread to large-scale

fires were analyzed using a small-scale fire test and a real-scale fire test simulating the structure of the

piloti-type buildings. Furthermore, the flame behavior and variations in temperature were analyzed

using the FDS, whose parameters were obtained by cone calorimetry tests, and were compared with

those of the real-scale fire tests.

1. A preliminary test was conducted using the XPS + SMC structure simulating the worst fire

situation before the small-scale test. In this test, the fire started when the thermal insulation

materials were exposed to an ignition source. As the molten XPS dropped onto the SMC ceiling

materials, new ignition sources were formed, which led to fire spread by the surrounding

combustible gases and oxygen. The deposition of molten XPS onto the ceiling materials when

it was exposed to fire, increased the ignition sources. This phenomenon occurred in both the

small-scale and real-scale fire tests where XPS was used as the thermal insulation material.

2. When the structure in which the XPS was used as the thermal insulation material was exposed to

an ignition source in the small-scale test, the molten XPS accumulated from 15 s after the test start,
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and the ignition sources increased, thus increasing the fire intensity. After that, the fire intensity

increased further as the ceiling materials (SMC, DMC) were deformed and outside air flowed

in. As a result, the ceiling materials collapsed. However, when EPSFs were used as thermal

insulation materials, the fire temperature increased to 300 ◦C, and then the fire was weakened

and extinguished due to lack of oxygen.

3. In the real-scale fire test, the XPS + SMC structure showed a rise in temperature as the ignition

sources increased due to the deposition of molten XPS. After the SMC was deformed, the

combustible gases moved to the ceiling materials and caused fire spread. As a result, the

ceiling materials collapsed and large volumes of outside air (oxygen) flowed in, resulting in a

flashover phenomenon, in which the fire intensity and the degree of fire spread increased rapidly.

However, in the EPSFs + DMC structure, the phenomenon of increasing ignition sources due to

the deposition of melts did not occur. Therefore, the deformation of DMC did not occur, and the

temperature decreased as the oxygen and fuel inside the specimen decreased.

4. When the FDS analysis was performed only with the data obtained using cone calorimetry and

the information of the ignition source, it showed many differences with the results of the real-scale

fire test. Change in temperature detected by the heat detector similar to that of the real-scale

fire test could be obtained only when the expansion of ignition sources due to the deposition of

molten XPS was artificially set and the phenomenon in which the fire strength was increased by

outside air inflow due to deformation of the ceiling materials was additionally set.

5. The limitation of the FDS tool is that it is difficult to accurately reproduce fire situations using it,

even though it is the most widely used analysis tool for numerical simulations. It was found

that a real-scale fire test is essential, not only for fires in ceilings but also for other fire situations,

and additional parameters of the actual fire are needed to improve the accuracy of the FDS.

Furthermore, to avoid fire damage in ceilings, which is the subject of this study, further research is

necessary on the sprinkler type (vaporization type) in the ceiling and on the melting characteristics

and properties of the thermal insulation materials.
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